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Figure S3 : Coverage vs. correlation of unit-infection dates. The correlation between the actual infection date and simulated median date of infection for a representative subset of compared models is plotted versus the coverage for the same model. Coverage is defined as percent of actual infection dates occurring in the 95% prediction intervals (Fig S2) . The best-fit and other gravity models have the best combination of accuracy and precision by these measures. Gravity + core borders Figure S5 : Predicted day of infection for infected administrative units based on the best fit model. Predicted intervals for the counties without observed infections are included for assessment of lack of spread. The predicted day of infection for nodes is based on simulations from April 24 th . For each node, the 95% prediction interval is in light blue with the interquartile range specified as dark blue and the median infection as a break. Dots represent the observed day of infection for each node colored by country. Infection locations used in fitting are to the left of the dotted line and infection subsequent to Oct 1 are to the right of the first dotted line. After the second dotted line are the counties in the dataset that were not infected. Most have median infection dates much later than predicted for the infected counties and the actual infections also fall below the interquartile range of these counties. Given that interventions and changes in behavior began to slow the outbreak in late 2015 it is unreasonable to expect many additional infections after this point. However, it is interesting that much of the remainder of uninfected West African locations have similar, wide ranges of the predicted date of infection, this illustrates the importance of stochasticity in determining the realized path of spread. We have further illustrated the difference between core-countries and the rest of the region by coloring core-countries with a lighter color. a few cases later) than the data below. These new data also differed in being aggregated weekly. We used these recent patient databases to fit the same models to weekly data and found qualitatively similar results with the same best fit model and the same support for gravity models overall with AIC. Table S2 ). The remainder of the confidence intervals could not be estimated with this approach (see Methods). 
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